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ABSTRACT
Corporate restructuring often engages salient issues of conflict of laws and domestic corporate law, particularly when assets situated in foreign jurisdictions are involved. Take an asset from jurisdiction X, place it under Company A from jurisdiction Y, split or demerge Company A into Company B and Company C, and merge Company C into Company D. To whom does the asset now belong – Company B or Company D? Much would turn on how the law of jurisdiction X treats the series of restructurings. Does jurisdiction X defer to the law of jurisdiction Y entirely, or must each restructuring comply with the requirements of transferring the asset under the law of jurisdiction X in order to effect a legally-effective transfer of the asset from A to B or D? This was the precise conundrum faced by the Singapore High Court in JX Holdings Inc v Singapore Airlines Ltd [2016] SGHC 212; [2016] 5 SLR 988, where Japanese corporate law collides with Singapore (and English) common law conflict of laws rules. The case not only raises novel issues on the interpretation of Japanese and Singapore corporate law, but also on choice of law under the conflicts rules of Singapore – a subject that has received relatively little attention in the scholarly literature and jurisprudence. This seminar discusses these issues and extends the analysis to other private international law questions arising in the context of company demergers.
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